28 Things We Love About Rhode Island

Some of the reasons we love to live in Rhode Island

1. Coffee Milk is the drink of The Gods

source: myshrinkingfoot.blogspot
If you’ve never tasted coffee milk, you’ve probably never spent more than a long afternoon in Rhode Island. This
combination of coffee syrup and milk tastes like something between a coffee milkshake, a chocolate milk, and heaven in a
cup.

2. The Taste of Del’s Frozen Lemonade is the Taste of Summer

Source: dellsofnewport.com
Not quite an Italian ice and not quite lemonade, Del's Frozen Lemonade is best categorized as a
"slushy." It's a favorite among Rhode Islanders, particularly during the summer months, when Del's carts
and trucks are located at Hasbro Children's Hospital and the beaches.

3. Providence isn’t on fire, it’s just WaterFire

Source: waterfire.org
One of Providence’s coolest attractions is WaterFire, an outdoor bonfire and sculpture that’s been lighting up the
city's rivers since it was first presented in 1994. These days, WaterFire is credited with drawing in around 350,000
visitors into the city per season. The first lighting is usually in May with the last one being in October.

4. There are One-Hundred Ways to Eat a Clam, but Clam Cakes are Number One

Source: eatyourworld.com
The clam cake, featuring clams mixed into a ball of batter, fried and finally dipped into tartar sauce or ketchup, is
what the region is famous for. You can consider them the hush puppies of the RI area. And where do you get these
clam cakes? Iggy's in Warwick is famous for them.

5. Hasbro Children's Hospital

Rhode Island's pediatrics division, Hasbro Children's Hospital, is the only pediatric facility in the state. Hasbro
Children's Hospital has pioneered numerous procedures and is at the forefront of fetal surgery, orthopedics, and
pediatric neurosurgery.
For the past 7 years at 8:30p.m., "Good Night Lights" has been a ritual amongst twenty teams and the children that
are in the hospital to flash each other using their flashlights. Its made national news.
As of 2018, Hasbro Children's Hospital, even has its own ice cream flavor "Every Child Every Day"

6. Everyone should experience a Fourth of July in Bristol

Source: Mental Floss
Bristol's Fourth of July celebration has been going strong since 1785, making it the oldest annual celebration
in America. The city pulls out all the stops for the holiday with parades, fireworks and patriotic speeches.

7. Is Rhode Island actually an Island?

Rhode Island is a state located in the New England area of northeastern USA. Rhode Island is bordered by a
relatively short maritime boundary in the southwest with New York Fishers Island, Connecticut to the west,
Massachusetts to the north, and the Atlantic Ocean. It is not an actual island.

8. These Beaches are for Pretty Much Everything but Swimming

Rhode Island folks love their coast access. It means boating, fishing, beach walks, relaxing, amazing views, and
seafood. But swimming in these waters? Maybe once a year, and only on the hottest day of the summer. The
waters in RI tend to be very chilly and salty.

Source: Flickr user robposse & Travel Channel

9. Buddy Cianci was the Mayor who refused to quit

Source: Providence Journal; RI Monthly
If you live outside of RI, chances are you've never heard of Vincent "Buddy" Cianci, known as "The Prince of
Providence." One of the most famous faces within state lines, Cianci served as mayor of the state from
1975-1984 and then again from 1991-2002, but was forced to resign due to major scandals both times. He
was also a local radio host and a marinara sauce entrepreneur. He's even had an off-Broadway musical based
on his life. Sadly, Buddy Cianci died in 2016.

10. RISD is the coolest School you’ve never heard of

Providence's Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) is such an amazing hotbed of collegiate fine art and
creativity, chances are you've enjoyed something created by a RISD graduate in recent weeks. The Talking
Heads?, "Family Guy?", "Good Will Hunting?"; all created by RISD folks. The RISD Museum also offers FREE
admission everyday to residents who present their Brown IDs. They also have RISD Beach which is open to
all RISD and Brown students.
Source: Google search Rhode Island School of Design

11. Our East Bay bike path

source: Yelp

12. Don’t knock squid until you’ve tried it

Source: Flickr user missmeng
Calamari is one of Rhode Island's choice delicacies, since it makes the perfect appetizer for a great seafood
meal. Sure, they don't taste great plain, but once you add spice, deep fry, and a little marinara and lemon
juice to the calamari, they're delish!

13. The State May Be Small, But It’s Not Too Crowded

Source: Cruisinme
Despite what you may think, everyone in Rhode Island doesn’t have to stand shoulder-to-shoulder due to
limited space. There is plenty to do in Little Rhody.

14. And yet, nothing is more than an hour drive away

In massive states like California, Texas and Florida, different cities can be so far away from one another they
require a plane trip. Lucky for Rhode Islanders, they're never more than an hour drive from anywhere and
anyone else in the state. Residents have done weekend trips to nearby states.

15. New York System Wieners are a Rhode Island thing

Source: Wikimedia Commons user Skeejay
Rhode Island has its own locally famous hot dog style with their misleadingly-named, The New York System
wieners. The dogs feature beef dogs with meat sauce, mustard, and chopped onions on top. Most Rhode
Islanders consider Olneyville New York System the top spot in the state to get the beloved dog.

16. There’s no need to fear that Big Blue Bug

Source: bigbluebug.com

If you've driven down I-95 in Providence, you've most likely spotted an enormous blue insect perched atop
a building. It's just our local icon "Nibbles Woodaway," the mascot for extermination specialist, Big Blue Bug
Solutions. Nibbles is known as the largest bug in the world and has been featured on a few big films.

17. Al Forno Really Is the Best Pizzeria in America

source: Alforno website

The thin-crust, absurdly-fresh-toppings spot has gained national attention since opening up in 1980. The
margherita with basil tomato sauce, fresh herbs and cheeses, and extra virgin olive oil will make even the most
pretentious pizza snob shout “mama mia!” and other choice Italian phrases.

18. Dunkin may serve coffee, but it’s not a “Coffee Shop”

Rhode Islanders love their coffee and take the coffee culture very seriously, in fact, there are 124 Dunkins in
our little state! The state's largest performing arts center even bears the Dunkin name. Other well known
coffee shops are: The Coffee Exchange in Providence, Empire in Newport, and TLC in Kingston.

19. Ain’t no fall like a Rhode Island Fall

Source: Autumn in Rhode Island
The fall is beautiful pretty much everywhere in New England, but Rhode Island has the added bonus of having
miles of prime coast and islands. Foliage + oceanside views = so pretty.

20. No one lives in those crazy mansions, but many visit the Newport Cliffs

Source: thecrazytourist.com

Rhode Island is famous for its mansions, particularly those in Newport's Bellevue Avenue Historic District. The
most famous is probably the Breakers, a 70-room Vanderbilt family mansion. However, these days, the
mansions are for tourist attracting, weddings (some residents have gotten married in Newport).

21. Everyone should see a musical at PPAC (Providence Performing Arts Center)

Source: PPACRI.org
The PPAC is a 3100-seat, world class venue located in the heart of Providence's arts and entertainment district; it
is second largest theatre of its kind in the country. Great shows such as Hamilton, Phantom of the Opera, Wicked
and Jersey Boys are just a few that appeared this year. And coming in 2020, Aladdin and Dear Evan
Hansen will contribute to the wonderful list of performances at the PPAC

22. And then we have Trinity Rep

Source: trinityrep.com

The Brown University/Trinity Rep MFA programs in acting and directing are among the top graduate studies
programs in the country. At Trinity Rep, anyone can go see some of the best musicals. Some of the best
musicals are: The Prince of Providence, The Christmas Carol, and A Tale of Two Cities.

23. Mr. and Mrs. Potato Head are everywhere

Source: Google search

At one point in 2000, there were 47 different Mr. Potato Head statues stretched across the state as part of a
Rhode Island tourism campaign, but these days there are only about five remaining. Still, that’s a lot of potato.

24. Rhode Island has the Oldest Mall in America known as The Arcade

The Arcade's 2nd and 3rd floors have been converted into urban micro lofts. The lofts range in size from
225-800 sq. feet. There's an application process to be able to live here.

25. Because Rhode Island is the best place ever, no one wants to leave

Because of the state’s tight-knit communities, beautifully walkable and bike-able towns and cities, incredible
food and vibrant arts scenes, people born in the little state are pretty keen to stay here for life. Rhode Island
has an impressive 400 miles of coast line, over 100 beaches, and great bike paths!
And then there's Roger William's Park Zoo! It draws over 500,000 visitors each year. The Zoo is also home
to a museum of natural history and the largest indoor botanical garden in New England. The Zoo is free the
first Sunday of every month to Providence residents.

26. Rhode Island has great Farmers Markets....

Local farm fresh goods & family friendly environment. Residents will be seen at farmers markets on any
given Saturday during the season.

27. Our food scene is unparalleled!

Source: Flickr; alamy stock photo
Johnson & Wales Culinary School graduates many chefs that open restaurants in RI! We have many
food-heavy streets some which are: Atwells Avenue, Thayer Street, Washington Street, and many
more! And let's mention deserts galore, some favorite places for desert are Three Sisters, Pastiche,
and PVD Donuts

28. And did we mention sailing?

Sailing in Newport is a great experience. As residents, you get to join the Pediatric Sail Away Program
that is resident run. Residents work closely with Sail to Prevail in providing a day of sailing with
children from outpatient hem onc clinic.

